
            Vertical Credit Spreads

Weeklys:      SPX

Monthlys:    AMZN, GOOGL, RUT and SPX

Leaps:           Financially Strong

These were chosen for allow for the most Credit and highest Open Interest, 
and to keep a small market basket of equities.  



Trading weeklys successfully requires a high open interest to 
protect against bad fills for both entry and exit.  With only 10 
days until expiration the index must yield a high credit which 
eliminates the need for multiple contracts and more 
commission.  I like the SPX.

Weeklys - SPX



SPX 6/3 -> (11) 14 Jun 2675/2670p @ $0.90 (C)
2744-72=2672      Open Int 1,188-6,370

Vs.

HSY 6/3 -> (11) 14 Jun 130/125p @ $0.40 (C)
132-3=129     Open Int 18-30

So,  by trading the SPX for weeklys you spend less on commissions 
and have a vertical that is very liquid.



Trading monthlys successfully also requires a high open interest 
to protect against bad fills for both entry and exit.  With ~30 
days until expiration the equities must yield a high credit which 
eliminates the need for multiple contracts and more 
commission.  I like the “Big Four”.

Monthlys: AMZN, GOOGL, RUT and SPX “Big Four”



RUT 6/3 -> (45) 19 Jul 1390/1380p @ $1.85 (C)
1470-88=1382      Open Int 391-475

Vs.

MRK 6/3 -> (45) 19 Jul 75/70p @ $0.48 (C)
80-5=75     Open Int 1,638-1,884

So,  By trading the “Big Four” for monthlys you spend ~ 5 times less on commissions 
and have a vertical that is still liquid.



Leaps:  Financially Strong

Trading Leaps successfully also requires a high open interest to 
protect against bad fills for both entry and exit.  With ~120 days 
until expiration the equities all yield a higher credit.



MCD 6/3 -> (109) 20 Sept 180/170p @ $1.11 (C)
199-18=181      Open Int 495-991

So,  By trading the Financially Strong which are less expensive equities than the “Big Four”
for Leaps you get better credits with good open interest.
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